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Introduction 
 

Understanding the need to study the personal networks of nascent social entrepreneurs            

implies an understanding of the field itself. Social entrepreneurship and innovation [SEI] is             

quickly becoming a field of intense debate and interest in both academia and SEI-sponsoring              

organizations. Gregory Dees, one of the first pioneers to contribute to the understanding of the               

term puts it this way: “Social entrepreneurs play the role of change agents in the social sector,                 

by: adopting a mission to create and sustain social value (not just private value); recognizing and                

relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to serve that mission; engaging in a process of             

continuous innovation, adaptation, and learning; acting boldly without being limited by resources            

currently in hand, and exhibiting heightened accountability to the constituencies served and for             

the outcomes created.” Simply put, SEI is about creating social value; however the              1

understanding of how the process in creating social value unfolds under SEI is very crucial.               

Analyzing such processes will not only allow us to better apprehend the social value creation               

mechanism, but also to truly understand the nature of SEI. 

It is of second nature to describe social entrepreneurs based on their inherent             

characteristics, while forgetting the importance of the environment that surrounds them. This            

constant assumption has influenced the complete understanding of SEI. The social networks of             

nascent social entrepreneurs (NSE) used in this paper provide an opportunity to understand their              

milieu and the variables that affect the accomplishment of their projects in the short and               

long-term. The use of social networks here helps to understand a social system that focuses on                

relationships among the different entities making up the system, being social entrepreneurial            

activities. 

The focus of this paper is about nascent social entrepreneurs for various reasons. They              

1 Dees, Gregory. "Gregory Dees: The Man Who Defined Social Entrepreneurship." Bloomberg.com . 
Bloomberg, 8 Jan. 2014. Web. 07 Dec. 2015. 
<http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2014-01-08/gregory-dees-the-man-who-defined-social-entrepreneur
ship>. 
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represent a good asset in understanding the processes through which social entrepreneurship            

emerged, as well as how social entrepreneurs evolved. On this note, we did not miss the advice                 

of Dufays Frederic and Benjamin Huybrechts when they wrote: “Future research should look at              

the networks of nascent social entrepreneurs and examine whom they get their information from,              

as well as how they identified a social entrepreneurial opportunity and evaluated it in relation to                

their position in the social network”. In these regards, this research helps to understand the               

diffusion of ideas among nascent social entrepreneurs and how it drives social entrepreneurship.             

It uses social networks theories to effectively map out the plausible evolution of NSE to the state                 

of social entrepreneurs. It helps shed light to the many assumptions that emerge in the field of                 

social entrepreneurship.  

The NSE analyzed in this study have different areas of concentration, from healthcare to              

women empowerment, from education, to farming, and from conflict resolution to leadership            

training. They are dedicated in promoting peace and sustainability. Some of them within a long               

term frame will create significant and measurable social values and others will not. How can we                

assess those differences? How do we measure varying amounts of success when it comes to               

creating social value? To clarify these questions this research stresses on the understanding of the               

personal networks of NSE as a gate to apprehend the reality of social entrepreneurship. Clearly               

seen as the project network (a unit of observation we are defining as the personal networks of the                  

project leaders) they would help us to understand the process of social entrepreneurship. We are               

also interested in how the project network of the nascent social entrepreneur changes from the               

generation of the idea to the final implementation of the project.  

 
 

   Definitions of Social Entrepreneurship 
 

We believe that in order to truly define Social Entrepreneurship, it is important to              

understand how the term has evolved through time, while taking into consideration the             

contribution of various foundations and scholars (table 1). 

 

Foundations/ Authors Definitions 
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The Institute for Social Entrepreneurship (2005) The art of simultaneously pursuing both financial and 

social return on Investment. 

Ashoka Foundation The job of a Social Entrepreneur is to recognize 

when a part of society is stuck and to provide new 

ways to get it unstuck. He or She finds what is not 

working and solves the problem by changing the 

system, spreading the solution and persuading the 

entire societies to take new leaps. 

Schwab Foundation Social Entrepreneurs create value through innovation 

and leveraging financial resources. They transform 

groups, organizations, or institutions. Social 

entrepreneurs take risks, they act courageously, they 

pursue new ways, and they are engaged and 

committed to create value, to serve society, 

particularly the poor and marginalized. 

Alex Nicholls & Rowena Young Social 

Entrepreneurship; New Model of Sustainable 

Social Change (2006) 

We set the boundaries around social entrepreneurship 

as the product of any individual, organizational, or 

network activity that demonstrates some element of 

sociality, innovation, and market orientation, 

irrespective of its legal form (Charity, business), 

resources strategy ( for-profit, not-for-profit, 

voluntary sector) or sectoral home (public, private, or 

civil society). 

Alvord et al, 2004 Social Entrepreneurs develop micro level political 

structures to challenge established institutional 

patterns that are blocking social change. 

Alex Nicholls & Rowena Young Social 

Entrepreneurship; New Model of Sustainable 

Social Change (2006) 

Social entrepreneurs work to realign power structures 

within and without markets better to address 

inequalities in the distributions of public and 

environmental goods. 

The Meaning of "Social Entrepreneurship" The 

Meaning Gregory Dees of Stanford University 

Adopting a mission to create and sustain social value 

(not just private value); Recognizing and relentlessly 
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(1998) pursuing new opportunities to serve that mission; 

Engaging in a process of continuous innovation, 

adaptation, and learning; Acting boldly without being 

limited by resources currently in hand; and 

Exhibiting a heightened sense of accountability to the 

constituencies served and for the outcomes created. 

The Meaning of "Social Entrepreneurship" The 

Meaning Gregory Dees of Stanford University 

(1998) 

The Meaning of "Social Entrepreneurship" The 

Meaning Gregory Dees of Stanford University 

(1998) 

Defining Entrepreneur: According to Joseph 

Schumpeter: "the function of entrepreneurs is to 

reform or revolutionize the pattern of production." 

For social Entrepreneur, the social mission is explicit 

and central. We need Social entrepreneurs to help us 

find new avenues toward social improvement as we 

enter the next century. 

Martin and Osberg (2007)  Social Entrepreneurs: Target underserved, neglected, 

or highly disadvantaged populations. Aim at 

large-scale, transformational benefits that accrue 

either to a significant segment of society or to society 

at large.  

Samer Abu-Saifan (2012), Social 

Entrepreneurship and Boundaries 

A social Entrepreneur is a mission-driven individual 

who uses a set of entrepreneurial behaviors to deliver 

a social value to the less privileged, all through an 

entrepreneurially orientated entity that is financially 

independent, self-sufficient, or sustainable 

M. Tina Dacin, Peter A. Dacin & Paul Tracey 

(2011) Social Entrepreneurship: A critique and 

Future Directions 

Social Entrepreneurship should focused on both 

positive and negative outcomes. It is important to 

take into consideration institutions and social 

movements, networks, culture, identity and image, 

and condition to better apprehend the term. 

Table 1: Definition of Social entrepreneurship according to various authors and           

foundations.  

These definitions, in many ways helped us to understand the different forms of both              

social entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurs in relation to the environment in which they             
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operate. We are living in a millennium where innovating through new ventures are crucial in               

promoting sustainable development and peace around the world. Despite the fact that the above              

definitions primarily focus on social entrepreneurship, for more clarification it is important to             

bring social innovation as well in the table in order to clearly explain both terminologies.  

Social entrepreneurship and innovation (SEI) are two terms which frequently brought to            

light to highlight the importance of long-term and sustainable innovation. They focus on solving              

the problems of our generation without jeopardizing the ability of the future generation to meet               

theirs. Both terminologies are fuels with countless ethical values and systemic hurdles of their              

own that are truly appreciated by the wider public because of the passion it entails and the                 

change it brings. Oftentimes both terminologies intermingle together making it more complex            

and harder to truly comprehend them. A great example is the description of The Skoll               

Foundation’s purpose in one of their article “The Skoll Foundation drives large-scale change by              

investing in, connecting, and celebrating social entrepreneurs and other innovators dedicated to            

solving the world’s most pressing problems. Social entrepreneurs are individuals dedicated to            

innovative, bottom-up solutions that transform unequal and unjust social, environmental and           

economic systems.” This description might offer a clear insight about the goal of the              

organization; however it does little in helping to understand both social innovation and social              

entrepreneurship. 

Social Innovation is more than often associated in recognizing the challenges and seeing             

the opportunities. It entails focusing on solutions by rethinking what we do and how we do it. It                  

means addressing the core problems and solving it. It means taking actions that create a balance                

between people and the environment. According to various experts such as Caitlin Bristol,             

manager of Ebay Green; Charles Best, Founder of DonorsChoose.org; Gina Klein Jorasch,            

director of public Management and Social Innovation Programs at Stanford Graduate School of             

Business; and many others, they see social innovation as striving to make the world a better                

place and by focusing on innovative ideas that create social and environmental change. Among              

many examples we have: Greenpeace which is grounded on an innovative idea that aims to               

protect the environment; USAID which lies on innovative ideas to end extreme poverty, the              

promotion of democracy, and human and environmental security; Bill & Melinda Gates            
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Foundation whose goals are to tackle global health issues while fostering development through             

innovative ideas, resources, and effective actions. Social innovation is fueled with financial            

support, well-structured and fully analyzes variables. It is designed for a larger scale and can be                

replicable either regionally or globally. In this Instance, social innovation driven by social             

innovators relies on various inputs, such as funding and third party or associative support as               

primary elements. If social innovation seemingly is to be differentiated from social            

entrepreneurship, then what is social entrepreneurship? 

The term social entrepreneurship has most certainly taken a rebirth in the 1983 when              

Muhammad Yunus introduced the idea of microcredit loans to the poor with the believe that they                

are trustworthy and have under-utilized skills which if put at use will be beneficial for to the                 

society as a whole. By starting with as little as $46 Professor Yunus was the ability of the poor                   

Bengali to seize social opportunities. He had a personal obsession, a passion and a determination               

to eradicate poverty in Bangladesh. He strongly believes in his ability and the ability of the poor.                 

He felt out of the conventional norm. He saw a problem and at a personal level, started solving it.                   

As Seymour Richard points out (Handbook of Research Methods on social entrepreneurship,            

2012) based on empirical research, social entrepreneurship is often associated with doing new             

things differently. In addition, John Elkington stated in “the Power of Unreasonable People:             

How Social Entrepreneurs Create Markets That Change the World” , social entrepreneurs strive            

to address significant social environmental problems by thinking about solutions that can be             

replicated, can be scaled and have a big chance in addressing global issues. He describes social                

entrepreneurs as unreasonable because they are widely ambitious; they have a transformative            

nature and aim to change the system and how it functions. A great example is Wangari Maathai,                 

2004 Nobel peace prize winner whose drive to fight against environmental degradation led her to               

implement The Billion Tree Campaign. As today, the organization has planted more than twelve              

billions trees in various part of the world. Elkington, to go further describes social entrepreneurs               

as individual who seek profit in unprofitable pursue, which is characterized as blended values to               

effectively address the pressing issues of our time. A great example in this case is the Grameen                 

Bank which despite being a for-profit organization has brought substantial change in the lives of               

millions of people. 
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How do social entrepreneurs or social enterprises operate? Who is deemed to be called social               

entrepreneur and who is not? Could the inherent personality of social entrepreneurs always be              

the primary attribute to success? These questions will deeply contribute in laying the ground for               

a greater understanding of the term in this research. The continual understanding of social              

entrepreneurship and how it is been conceptualized is crucial not only to understand the motive               

of social entrepreneurs despite the social hurdles they go through, but also to collect, organize               

and analyze various data in order to formulate a better understanding of the concept and ways in                 

which it alters individual and our society 

 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 
Based on the above definition of SEI and the ideas about networks, we investigate the 

following research questions:  

 1. What are the initial personal networks (egonets) of the fellows? 

 2. Do their actions change the egonets? 

  3. Do the changes in the egonets lead to variation in the outcomes of the projects? 

  

Social entrepreneurship, for the purpose of this research, is the ability to create social value while                

seeking to enhance the productive capacity of the social values been created. In relation to the                

actions of nascent social entrepreneurs and the field of entrepreneurship in general, social             

network represents a pattern of interpersonal relationships that surround each actor involved in             

the organizational structure. And knowing how important the networks of the social entrepreneur             

is critical in securing ideas, resources, and other kinds of support, we came up with four                

assumptions:  

- The actions of social entrepreneurs changes the network structure, either that being the             

size, the cohesiveness and diversity of the network.  

- A more cohesive network implies a deep dedication in creating social value, therefore             

foresee the success of the nascent social entrepreneur. 

- Nascent social entrepreneurs naturally bridge the gaps between different entities within           
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their network. 

- A project network with a single nascent social entrepreneur tends to focus on projects that 

are more socially driven than entrepreneurial.  

Based on these following assumptions, we analyzed how the actions of nascent social             

entrepreneurs create new relationships, therefore modifies their network. We examined both           

processes: how they shape their personal networks and how those networks (size, cohesiveness             

and diversity) affect the impact of social entrepreneurship. 

 
  OVERVIEW OF DATA - RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHOD 

 
Data were collected through a Qualtrics survey designed to accommodate the differences            

in each participant’s project. 

To collect data we use two data sets: one qualitative, from the research proposal (publicly               

available project information); and one qualitative and quantitative the survey results. Based on             

the two surveys, we develop the “projectnet” (the projectnet will be the personal networks of the                

award recipients). 

The survey focus on the ego (s) (in this case, the award recipient), and alters (people                 

who are connected to the ego - friends, mentors, colleagues, etc.) 

The survey consisted of six parts (see survey questions in Appendix A) 

● Ego’s attributes and relations 

● Alters’ attributes 

● Alter-ego relationships 

● Alter-alter’s relationships (from ego’s perspective) 

● Newly introduced alters after project completion 

● New Alter-Old Alter relationships (from ego’s perspective) 

 

 

We wanted the survey to be as thorough as possible to get as much information. It                

included questions that would tell us about relationships between the alters and the strength of               

the relationship the ego has with each alter. In the final part of the survey, there is a question that                    
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takes into account the alters added during the project proposal and the implementation phase.              

This gives us a chance to see how the network structure could have changed. The full survey can                  

be found in Appendix A. 

Not all of the funded projects or recipients qualified as social entrepreneurs. Each             

participant filled out the survey to the best of their ability. From the results, we transfer the data                  

into an Excel spreadsheet and ultimately a Ucinet file. Once in Ucinet, we ran statistical analysis                

on the data and create network diagrams of each ego. 

The collected data helped to answer the research questions as they provide us with               

consistent information to analyze the different trends and patterns of different nascent social             

entrepreneurs. 

LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

Research on social entrepreneurship has received great contribution from various scholars           

and foundations with the main goal to unlock the meaning of social entrepreneurship. However,              

dominated by theoretical approaches, most have failed at effectively mapping the field of social              

entrepreneurship. The importance of using empirical data to understand what social           

entrepreneurship has undeniably become a fertile ground because of the existing           

misunderstanding. Jay Weerawardena and Gillian Sullivan Mort’s paper: “Investigating social          

entrepreneurship: A multidimensional model,” appears to be an example of such endeavor. Their             

work constitute a great asset for scholars, social entrepreneurs, sponsoring foundations and            

students to fill the existing research holes in the field of social entrepreneurship. They show how                

the understanding of social entrepreneurship positively correlates with the ability to conduct            

effective research using well thought out research questions, and formulate theories that are             

applicable to a number of milieu when it comes to the practice of social entrepreneurship. In                

these regards, by investigating social entrepreneurship using a multidimensional model, they           

“advance the conceptualization of the social entrepreneurship construct based on empirical           

research by using grounded theory” . This clearly shed light on social entrepreneurship by             2

2 Weerawardena, Jay and Gillian Sullivan Mort. “Investigating Social Entrepreneurship: A Multidimensional 
Model.” Journal of World Business  41 (2006): 22. ResearchGate. 2006. Web. 06 Dec. 2015 
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proving a realistic structure or framework. This in itself is contrary to the unproven observations               

many scholars made about social entrepreneurship for decades. They promulgate social           

entrepreneurship as being exclusive in nature. For many years, social entrepreneurs were seen as              

special individuals with rare capabilities, with a deep dedication to make change in the world. To                

justify such claim, there is a need for researchers to conduct well-sounded empirical research. 

It is not a surprise when we look at the different definitions of both social               

entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurs. In these regards, it is clear that both terms are terms               

in search of good definitions, a definition that encompasses the reality of our society when it                

comes to create social value. It is well plausible to understand the milieu of nascent social                

entrepreneurs through the lens of Weerawardena and Sullivan’s research. Nascent social           

entrepreneurs can also be studied in reference to the “Bounded multidimensional model of social              

entrepreneurship,” proposed by Weerawardena and Mort - risk management, proactiveness and           

innovativeness, while being influenced by the environment, sustainability, and the social           

mission.  

Moreover, Frederic Dufays and Benjamin Huybrechts by shedding light on a work            

analysis that focuses on linking social entrepreneurship and social networks - “Connecting the             

dots for social value: A review on social networks and social entrepreneurship”, explain how              

social entrepreneurial activities unfold. At first we have an environment where citizens through             

their actions can disengage the state from the social welfare - Macro level, then in such                

environment discovery, creation and allocation (Lehner and Kaniskas 2012) are plausible - Meso             

level, and finally to be able to discover, create and effectively allocate, motivation and intention               

are crucial for they positively correlate with empathy, moral judgment, self-efficacy and social             

support - micro level. The diagram below gives a great description of the different stages               

enabling the emergence of social entrepreneurial activities.  
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Diagram 1. Stages enabling the emergence of social entrepreneurial activities 

 

The diagram above does not only increase the understanding of social entrepreneurship, but it              

also helps formulate well sounded research questions that contribute to the comprehension of the              

field. By using four research proposals (Weerawardena, Jay and Gillian Sullivan Mort 2014) it is               

clear that Dufays and Huybrechts gave room to an array of questions about previous researches               

and countless possibilities in conducting empirical research, among which two are directly linked             

to our study (see below).  

1) Dense networks formed by solidarity among marginalized individuals are fertile ground           

for the emergence of social entrepreneurship, as a means for these individuals to get              

alternative access to resources. 
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2) The coalition of a series of actors brought together by social needs may trigger social               

entrepreneurship through the cohesion acquired from their commitment to achieving a           

social goal.  

These two research proposals amplify the understanding of the different stages, as presented             

above, through which social entrepreneurship evolve, as well as the role of project networks for               

NSE. Nascent social entrepreneurs based on our four assumptions, maximize their chance of             

success if their project network is cohesive and heterogeneous. In addition to that, the type of                

action undertaken by nascent social entrepreneurs participate in seizing resources which           

contribute in maximizing the success of the project.  

In definitive, both of these researches greatly contribute in understanding social           

entrepreneurship and how the use of adequate models can participate in strengthening the field.              

In understanding how important the study of interactions and social relationship are, Dufays and              

Huybrecht will surely help us to explain how nascent social entrepreneurs gain autonomy. This              

maximizes the probability of their success, while contributing to the expansion of their initial              

network, thus creating more social value - ripple effect. Given the lack of baseline research, we                

will attempt to bring some clarifications to the study of social entrepreneurship, by conducting              

deep analysis of our research questions and what we know about social networks analysis using               

the various network structures from our candidates.  

 

 DESCRIPTION OF THE CANDIDATES  
 

To answer to our research questions and shed light on our assumptions, we studied six               

different projects respectively project A, B, C, D, E, F accomplished in Kenya and Tanzania               

(Project A), Zambia (project B), Jamaica (project C), Uganda (project D), Kenya (project E), and               

Mexico (project F). The nascent social entrepreneurs are coming from two continents, Africa and              

America, and represent nine countries. The following descriptions highlight both the           

characteristics of the nascent social entrepreneurs and the goals of their projects: 

 
Kenya and Tanzania (Project A) 

Ego 1 is a 22 year old male from Uganda, and adheres to Spirituality and Buddhism. He                 
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has a large family and lives in Ghana. He goes to school in the USA University and majors in                   

Religious Studies, Environmental and Gender Studies. He is a former United World Colleges             

(UWC) student and wanted to do a project that would give a transformative learning              

environment for young people, connect with others, and develop environmental awareness. 

Ego 2 is a 23 year old male from Tanzania, and is a Muslim. Both egos were classmates                  

at the UWC. 

During their project, they engaged with East African youths aged between 15-19 years             

old and put them through a two-phase intensive empowerment program called “The African             

Youth Leadership Experience” (AYLE). They are the founders of the program. The program             

gives students an opportunity to cultivate and sharpen skills in understanding themselves and             

their peers, and learn how to transform conflict and tension into creative energy for collaboration               

and leadership. Students will also learn how to engage in their communities. The In Movement:               

Art for Social Change is a registered NGO that supported the project. The In Movement will host                 

AYLE and help in identifying two schools where the students will attend the program. 

 

Zambia (project B) 

Ego 1 is a 23 year old male from Cameroon and qualifies himself as Spiritual. He                

currently studies in the United States and majors in Global Management. He is a former UWC                

student. 

Ego 2 is from Zimbabwe and qualifies himself as no religious. He also a former UWC student.                 

Ego 3 is from Zambia, and qualifies himself as non-religious. All egos attend the same university                

in the USA. They wanted to do a project in Zambia to make life easier and better for residents of                    

a local village. 

The project in Zambia aims to unleash the economic potential of Singani Village. Singani              

Village is located about 50KM from Choma, the nearest city, and the capital of the southern                

province of Zambia. Because of the poor infrastructure it can take up to 5 hours to get the city for                    

resources. By distributing bicycles and carts it allows members of the village improved             

transportation and thus better means to get and sell resources, ultimately increasing their wealth.              

With the newly created profit from being able to navigate the roads better, each recipient of a                 
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bicycle or cart will deposit a small fee into the project account. With enough money, a second                 

phase of the project that has already been structured can be utilized. The project fees, when                

enough, will be used to purchase grain grinders and water filters for the village. The bikes and                 

carts are “rented” monthly. A family that fails to deposit their fee into the account will not                 

allowed to use the bike or cart until they pay again. The project is designed to alleviate poverty                  

in the village and raise the standard of living. 

 

Jamaica (project C) 

Ego1 is a 21 year old from Zimbabwe and is a Christian. She goes to school in the USA                   

and majors in Economics. She is also a former UWC student where she met Ego 2. Ego 1 wanted                   

to do a project while visiting Ego2 in Jamaica. Together. They decided to do a project to help a                   

school to be better and more accessible by students. 

Ego 2 is a 21 year old from Jamaica and is a non-religious. They were classmates at                 

UWC. 

Ego1 and Ego 2 did a project to help with early childhood education in Jamaica at the                 

Bottom Halse Hall Basic School. They thought education is essential in the alleviation of poverty               

and reduction of crime rates. The area the school is in is deeply in poverty; most of the adult                   

population is unemployed or underemployed. They sought to improve sanitation of the learning             

environment, refurbish an unused room into a community center with internet access and a study               

area, and establish a scholarship fund to help students who need it the most. The fund is                 

governed by a community council. By increasing the level of education, they hope the alleviate               

poverty and reduce violence among students. 

 

Uganda (project D) 

Ego 1 is a 36 year old from Uganda and is a Muslim. He/she attends a US university and                   

majors in biology. He wanted to make a contribution to a society that has gone through the                 

turmoil of civil war for over three decades. Ego 1 is a grant recipient from a different foundation                  

than the rest of the participants. 

Ego 2 is from Uganda and a Christian. Ego 1 and Ego 2 are good friends from their US                   
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University. Ego 1 and 2 are the founders of a new organization called Nested Savings. The                

project aims to improve the quality of life of financial literacy, food security and business               

development for a population in Africa through the use of poultry eggs. Each family supports               

poultry and collects the eggs to be brought to the “Egg Bank’. The eggs are then marketed and                  

sold in markets outside of Midigo. A portion of the profits from the sales are distributed to each                  

family, a second portion is kept in a savings account for each household, and the remaining                

balance is used to cover overhead and operations costs. If the project continues to do well, they                 

will be eligible for another, larger grant, to grow the project further. 

 

Kenya (project E) 

Ego 1 is a 20 year old from Kenya, and is a Christian. He attends school in the USA and                    

majors in Economics and Math with a concentration on Finance. She/he wanted to provide              

students with a classroom to help them reach higher education. 

The same school Ego 1 went to over a decade ago was almost exactly as it was when                  

he/she left. It is a mud walled rectangle with a latrine. It is an unfit place to educate students and                    

poses security and health risks. Ego 1 wanted to build a new classroom and latrine for the                 

students that would help the community. He/she purchase desks for the school and 100 plastic               

chairs to be used at the classroom. In order to create a source of income, Ego 1 will also help                    

organize away for the chairs to be rented to the rest of the community for weddings, ceremonies                 

and other community gatherings. The chairs will be rented for a cheaper price and provide added                

convenience for being so close to the community. Funds will be used to improve the school. The                 

entire project will increase education levels and created a more educated community. 

 

Mexico (project F) 

Ego 1 is a 22 year old from the United States and is a Christian. She/he attends a US                   

University and majored in Public Policy. Her project was initially a program to do Zumba and                

health classes to bring girls and women together across political lines in Mexico. She/he              

ultimately wanted to return to Mexico to use the relationships she built with women from the                

first part of her project to teach women and girls on conflict resolution and reduction of                
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community violence. 

The program uses Zumba and health classes to have a neutral point for girls and women                

to come together over. They do not promote political conversation or violent confrontation. The              

region is under intense political turmoil as parties fight for power. It gives the women a medium                 

to build relationships as they share an experience and laugh together. Ego 1 trained Zumba               

instructors and create volunteer partnerships with local universities and Spanish language           

instruction schools to continue the project and expand it into more communities. The project              

increase cooperation between the members of the community to achieve access to running water              

and electricity, improving health, sanitation, and quality of life for the families of the              

community. 

 
            NETWORK HETEROGENEITY AND WHY EACH OF THESE 

WOULD BE RELEVANT 
 

The 21st century, undeniably constitute an era where the study of diffusion of ideas has               

increased considerably. In trying to understand how such process occur, social network theories             

appear as a perfect tool. In this study, one of the most prominent question is: How do nascent                  

social entrepreneurs’ heterogeneity in social network affects the diffusion process of innovation?            

Social structure, as the key coordinating factor within social groups tend to influence nascent              

social entrepreneurs’ intention of utilizing an innovating idea. This is contrary to traditional way,              

which might have been a thoughtless choice among inhabitant for decades. With this             

fundamental view, the nascent social entrepreneurs’ choice model is developed as the core part              

of their decision-making strategies which involves both economic and social drives. Who to             

connect to? And how to connect? 

When it comes to heterogeneity, social entrepreneurs in general and nascent social            

entrepreneurs in particular go through two stages. The information-receiving and the           

decision-making stages. Base on their drive and the eagerness to create change, they first seek               

the right information, and when they do get it, then they make a sounding decision. In this                 

respective, the diffusion of innovation, which is in this case the scope of the project being                

implemented depends on the role of each contributors - insiders and outsiders. The insiders here               
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are the individuals who are being impacted by the project, the recipients. The outsiders, are               

anyone who is not part of the community in which the project is being implemented. In term of                  

the information receiving stage, the insiders plays a crucial role in providing the nascent social               

entrepreneurs with the right knowledge about the community, therefore the existing type of             

relationship between the two sets are truly important because any flaw of information will surely               

undermine the project implementation. The outsider on the other hand appear as very important              

in helping the nascent social entrepreneur in the gathering of right resources. That is why being                

connected to the right outsiders, who can truly contribute and maximize the amount of resources               

the nascent social entrepreneurs seek is important. On this note, the position of each individual               

within the project network is very important as it enable the nascent social entrepreneurs to               

capture the right information; after which a decision can then be made.  

The decision making stage is a really sensible stage since it requires a great              

understanding of the target population. Why is this the case? It is simply because the actors                

should know the right way to transfer the information, deemed to be important for the wellbeing                

of the target population, to the target population. That is why factors such as race, ethnicity,                

gender, communal norms, degree level and religion are important in comprehending the            

implementation process dynamic of socially entrepreneurial projects.  

 

NETWORK STRUCTURE 

 
To investigate the characteristics of social entrepreneurial projects, the focus has been on             

the use of surveys of individuals. The combined data of each nascent social entrepreneur was               

then scaled in order to produce the size and demographic makeup of the project. However, any                

project is more than just the sum of the contributors. The relationships and interactions between               

individuals are also important elements of the project. Usually the previous research on social              

entrepreneurship tended to identify social entrepreneurs within community, but told us little            

about how these social entrepreneurs relate to others individuals and affect one another ( within               

their personal network) during the implementation and operation of their project. For example,             

previous research focus on social entrepreneur who were outperforming, an example of            
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Mohammed Yunus, but cannot tell us about the social influences that contributed to their              

outcome. A method that specifically examines relationships may explain more about individuals            

in the project network, or direct contributors. 

To better understand the network structure being studied, let’s focus on two factors:             

Cohesiveness (density), and subgroups (clique).  

Density in this study, focuses on the number of ties in the network. Simply put, density is                 

interpreted as a probability that a tie exists between any pair of randomly chosen nodes. For this                 

specific study and taking into consideration the second assumption, we will expect the density of               

nascent social entrepreneurs to be high because of the importance of communication and             

collaboration. 

Subgroups is of great interest in this study because, within networks there are often              

groups of actors who interact with each other, which makes them seem as if they are a separate                  

entity. In the case of nascent social entrepreneurs, this could be a group of classmates, family                

members, or individuals representing a given organizations who all socialize together, in a work              

environment. In examining network data in this study, we would first try to detect the cohesive                

subgroups and then, by looking at common attributes, see if there was some underlying principle               

that could explain why they identify with each other. They might be from the same religious                

affiliation, same ethnic group, same country, same university or high school. In this regards, we               

aim to apply subgroups concept to the study of nascent social entrepreneurs by using clique               

analysis. Clique analysis gives an idea of the structure of the network, and how the entrepreneur                

might be involved. If there are multiple distinct cliques, chances are they are not tied to another                 

clique. Therefore, the nascent social entrepreneur in this example would be acting as the bridge               

to fill the structural hole. If this is the case, the social entrepreneur holds a lot of power over the                    

flow of information and is a necessary piece of the network. 

 
ASSUMPTIONS 

 

Assumption 1: The actions of social entrepreneurs change the network structure, either that             

being the size, the density and heterogeneity of the network. 
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If we consider social entrepreneurs as individuals who are always in the pursuit of              

information and resources to strengthen the impact of their projects, then we expect to see a                

variation in the network structure every time they move to a different stage of their project. Such                 

transition can be from the project proposal development to the initial implementation of the              

project, or from the implementation to the intensification of operation. Whatever may that be, we               

expect to see an expansion in the network structure.  

In this regards, we expect this to be true because just like any entrepreneurs, nascent social                

entrepreneurs through the enhancement of their projects eventually create more ties, thus            

changing the network structure.  

 

Assumption 2: A more cohesive network implies a deep dedication in creating social value,              

therefore foresee the success of nascent social entrepreneurs. 

If we take into consideration their ability to capture and effectively use information, and              

make well-sounded decisions, then nascent social entrepreneurs know by nature the importance            

of having key individuals within their network. This gives them the ability to connect with               

valuable individuals from the collection of information, decision making process,          

implementation of the project, to the operating stage of the project. Knowing that each individual               

promote their project, we expect communication and collaboration to be spread around the             

network. This would be signified by a greater number of ties, thus making the network more                

cohesive  

 

Assumption 3: Nascent social entrepreneurs naturally bridge the gaps between different entities            

within their network. 

Knowing how useful information are to nascent social entrepreneurs in ensuring their            

success, they undoubtedly know that creating bridges between different entities maximize the            

credibility of the information, as well as increasing support. Bridging the network gaps enable              

nascent social entrepreneurs to maximize trust, collaboration, creativity, and effectiveness of the            

project. On this note, we expect to see a connection between subgroups initiated by the nascent                

social entrepreneur. And the ability to do so, describe a high level of impact and intentions in                 
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affecting change.  

 

Assumption 4: A project network with a single nascent social entrepreneur tends to focus on               

projects that are more socially driven than entrepreneurial.   

Relationships and interactions are highly valued by nascent social entrepreneurs. In order            

to build a strong social support, nascent social entrepreneur except from their visions,             

motivations and intentions, naturally showed empathy, have a good moral judgment, and show             

self-efficacy. That being the case, nascent social entrepreneurs inherently recognize that they            

cannot complete such an endeavor on their own. They would partner someone whom they value               

has been extremely important in their development and the development of the project even if               

they seem to have all the answers. Such person can be a friend, a classmate, a colleague, a family                   

member. Also they can be more than one individual.  

 

RESULTS 

Based on the characteristics of each nascent social entrepreneur and project goal            

mentioned above, we developed nascent social entrepreneurs’ social network using Netdraw           

software. We ran simulation experiments to detect the impact of the nascent social entrepreneurs’              

heterogeneity in the social network from the project proposal, to the implementation and             

operation. The results are the following:  

 

(Note for Table Below: Density is an average between advice, communication, collaboration.            

friendship, and challenging networks. Cliques were calculated with a minimum of 3 nodes.) 

Project A 

 

Density: .1226 
 
Cliques: 7 
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Project B 

 

Density: .0694 
 
Cliques: 11 
 

Project C 

 

Density: .2298 
 
Cliques: 5 
 

Project D Density: .319 
 
Cliques: 11 
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Project E 

 

Density: .120 
 
Cliques: 5 
 

Project F 

 

Density: .175 
 
Cliques: 3  
 

 

 
INTERPRETATIONS 

 
Project A – Kenya and Tanzania 
 

Based on project A collected data, we can see that the number of ties in the network in                  

relation to the number of nodes is pretty low. The density in this regards, being 0.1126 shows                 

that they are few number of ties in the network between any pair of randomly chosen individual.                 

As for the clique which is a subgroup evaluation, the existing seven cliques in project A, Ego 1                  

being the primary participant of the survey, this shows that he/she acts as the bridge to fill the                  

structural hole in these different cliques. In this regards, he holds a consistent control of power                

over the flow of information within the network by appearing as a key piece.  

 
Project B - Zambia 
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Project B appears to have the lowest density of all the nascent social entrepreneurs              

analyzed, 0.0694. This suggest a relatively low level of cohesion in the network. In addition to                

the project network here counts eleven cliques, which means that Ego 1, being the primary               

subject here acts as a bridge in the eleven cliques in order to fill the existing structural holes. In                   

comparison to Ego 1 in project A, he holds a considerate high amount of power over the flow of                   

information in the network, thus appears as a key piece as well.  

 

Project C - Jamaica 
 

 Project C’s network has a density of 0.2298, suggesting a relatively high amount of 

cohesion in the network. The network also has five cliques, of which Ego 1 and Ego 2 are 

involved in, leading them to be very involved in the network. If Ego 1 and Ego 2 were to be 

removed from the network, most of the remaining nodes would still have connections to one 

another, even though one of the two entrepreneurs is always in a clique. Structurally, the two 

NSE are not centered in the network possibly suggesting they are less necessary for the flow of 

information. This network is the only one suggesting a less central role for the entrepreneurs. 

 
Project D - Uganda 
 

Project D’s network it very large and involves many altars. This does not mean the 

network is less cohesive, however. The density for their project network is 0.319, which 

relatively speaking is very high. In many of these projects, the alters are from around the world, 

so a number like 0.319 is quite impressive. The network of Ego 1 and Ego 2 is very cohesive. 

For the most part, if Ego 1 and Ego 2 were removed from the network, many of the altar would 

still be connected to one another. There are also 11 cliques within the network suggesting a high 

amount of activity between altars, but Ego 1 and Ego 2 are very involved in almost every clique. 

They manage to stay involved even when so many alters are interacting with one another. This 

network is similar in size to Ego 1 in Project B, yet has a higher density. 

 
Project E (Individual ego) - Kenya 
 

After analyzing project E’s social network on Ucinet, we found that it had a density of 
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.120 and five cliques. The ego has seven alters in his network and from his network density, we 

can tell that there is not strong cohesion.  This makes sense because his network shows that if we 

removed the ego from the network, there would be a structural hole, leaving two groups 

completely isolated from one another. Although there is low density, the number of cliques that 

Ego is involved in may compensate for the low density.  

 
Project F (Individual ego) - Mexico 
 

After analyzing project F’s social network on Ucinet, we found that it had a density of 

.175 and three cliques.  The ego has a very small network with only 5 alters and from his/her 

network density, we can tell that there is not strong cohesion.  This makes sense because the ego 

network shows that, although some alters are connected without the ego, if we removed the ego 

from the network, there would be a structural hole.  Considering the ego’s low density and small 

network, she may be leveraging her relationships and position within the network in order to 

maintain control over the project. 

  DISCUSSION 
Verifying the Assumptions 
 
Assumption 1: The actions of social entrepreneurs change the network structure, either that 
being the size, the density and heterogeneity of the network.  
 

After the nascent social entrepreneur’s project are concluded at the end of the summer, it               

is important to understand what they do next. In the case of project D, which is a great example                   

in this case, we wanted to see if they had communicated and collaborated with anyone after                

implementing the project in Uganda. We were interested to see what has changed once the               

project started running. Did the size and density of the network increase? How has heterogeneity               

changed? They added seven new connections into their project network after the implementation             

of the project. In this case, another mentor was added from Uganda, as well as four more                 

members of the “Uganda Team” (members of the project working in Uganda). They also hired a                

student to take care of their website, and partner with a USA town Rotaract club. During an                 

exchange with ego 1 of project D, told us that they needed to include more people and partners to                   
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their project, which clearly explain why their project network expanded.  

Here, the two leader in project D changed their network by seeking out new connections to                

further their project. By seeking out new connections they increased the size of the network as                

well as the structure to some extent. In this regards, we can validate our assumption to be true                  

because just like any entrepreneurs, what nascent social entrepreneurs do eventually create more             

ties, thus changing the network structure.  

 

 Assumption 2: A more cohesive (dense) network implies a deep dedication in creating social 
value, therefore foresees the success of nascent social entrepreneurs. 
 

Based on our findings, it is clear that all the nascent social entrepreneurs studied here               

have a considerate less cohesive network. With project B’s network having the lowest density              

(0.0694) to project D’s network having the highest (0.319), we can only deduct that the nascent                

social entrepreneurs project network analyzed in this research show a lower density than what we               

expected. In this regard, our assumption which highlighted the fact that having a more cohesive               

network eventually signify a successful path is not validated. This might be for various reasons.               

Despite the number of alters present in each network (between 5 and 25) being low, it is crucial                  

to realize that each subgroup is from a different country. This simple fact shows how expecting a                 

more cohesive network will not be as similar in an office with 30 workers. However, project D’s                 

network whose density is 0.319 would be consider high is this case considering the international               

barriers and the nature of the nascent social entrepreneurs. Despite being the only project studied               

in this research that went from the stage of implementation to the stage of operation, project D’s                 

network structure shows how important high cohesiveness is in minimizing potential risks within             

the network. The other nascent social entrepreneurs, despite having a low density in comparison              

to project D, did accomplished their projects during the summer 2014 and 2015. This in               

conclusion make the above assumption not totally credible.  

 
Assumption 3: Nascent social entrepreneurs naturally bridge the gaps between different entities 
within their network.  
 

Looking back on the projects of the nascent social entrepreneurs and examining and 
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analyzing their social networks, this assumption can be confirmed.  Nascent social entrepreneurs 

naturally fill structural holes between the alters in their network.  Keeping in mind that the ego in 

project A is the primary participant of the survey, her/his network shows that he/she acts as the 

bridge to fill the structural holes in the different cliques that are constructed in his network 

structure.  As the ego, he/she holds consistent power over the flow of information within the 

network by appearing as a key player in the network.  Her/his placement in his network is 

naturally making her/him the bridge between the alters in his network.  

Project B’s network has the lowest density of all the nascent social entrepreneurs             

analyzed. This suggest a relatively low level of cohesion in the network. Although the numbers               

make the network structure feel very sparse, Ego 1 of project B being the primary subject here,                 

naturally acts as a bridge between the alters and the 11 cliques in his network in order to fill the                    

existing structural holes.  

As all of the networks have shown us the significant role of the ego’s bridging the gap 

between their alters, it appears that project C have a network that may go against our assumption. 

If leaders of project C were to be removed from the network, most of the remaining nodes would 

still have connections to one another, even though one of the two entrepreneurs is always in a 

clique. Structurally, the two nascent social entrepreneurs are not centered in the network possibly 

suggesting they are less necessary for the flow of information. This network is the only one 

suggesting a less central role for the entrepreneurs and that they are not always naturally bridging 

the gaps between their alters. 

Project D‘s network it very large compared to the others, but that does not mean the 

network is less cohesive. The density of their network is relatively high, meaning that it is very 

cohesive. For the most part, if the leaders here are removed from the network, many of the alters 

would still be connected to one another, but their network structure proves that they still 

naturally stay involved with all of their alters and continue to stay very involved in almost all 11 

cliques. 

Project E and project F have very small networks in terms of alters, and they are not very 

cohesive, relatively speaking.  Although they are not large or cohesive, this does not mean that 

the two individual egos are not central to their networks.  Both of their networks show that they 
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are naturally bridging the gap between their alters.  Overall, our analysis supports that nascent 

social entrepreneurs are bridging the gap between the alters in their networks. 

 
Assumption 4: A project network with a single nascent social entrepreneur tends to focus on 

projects that are more socially driven than entrepreneurial.  

 

From the data we collected we were able to determine that having a co-leader for socially 

driven projects does not constitute the project to be considered entrepreneurial. For project A 

(two NSEs), project B (3 NSEs), and project D (2 NSEs), their projects was focused on creating 

a revenue stream of some form to help grow and expand the project. All of them had at least one 

other co-leader helping with the project (See Candidates section). Project C (2 NSEs) were the 

other project with co-leaders. Their project would not be considered entrepreneurial because it 

was a onetime project with no system in place to create wealth or longevity. The same can be 

said for project E; the NSE project was designed to be implemented and then left at the end of 

the summer. Project F’s did have a system of training instructors in place to keep the project 

going when she left, and to expand it to more communities, but no revenue was being created. 

Therefore, project C, project E, and project F cannot be considered social entrepreneurs. 

With this information, we cannot validate our assumption of individually led projects to 

be more socially driven than entrepreneurial. While project E and project F both validate the 

assumption, project C did not focus their project on an entrepreneurial endeavor and shows it 

may not matter how many leaders a project possesses. 

 CONCLUSION 
 

By looking at our research and analyzing the social networks of the fellows, we have seen                

the importance of the role of the initial personal networks of the fellows and how they impact the                  

success of a project. Using project D’s network structure as an example, we can see the                

importance of their initial egonet. They have a diversified network structure, where they are              

central and key components of information flow and power, but they also have three subgroups               

branching off of them that set them up for success with their project in Uganda. They have a                  
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team in Uganda, a team of students on the Bucknell campus and a team of mentors in the USA.                   

The team in Uganda serves as a very important subgroup within their network. They are the                

people who are actually at the site of the project and the ones who are physically making the                  

project happen. They have their team of students in the USA who are also key to the operation                  

because they are the ones who are offering everyday support to both nascent leaders. For               

example, one of the students helped them design and create a website for their project. Lastly,                

they have the team of mentors in the USA, which some are university professors. This subgroup                

of their network is imperative to the success of their project because they can provide direct                

support and guidance when needed without being in a different time zone. This support could               

involve anything from introductions to potential alters or simple advice based upon their own              

experience with social entrepreneurship. This initial network structure has helped NSE of            

project D experience much success, and having a strong initial network is imperative for the               

success of all fellows. 

In addition, we cannot definitively say whether or not the actions of the social              

entrepreneur changes the project network. We do have some evidence that the actions do, from               

the findings of project D, but that is only one example. Project D’s network showed that social                 

entrepreneur’s actions do change the network; in the case their networks both size and structure               

were affected. We do not have the required data from the other nascent social entrepreneurs to                

look at the project network over time, and see changes from when the project concluded in the                 

summer. This is in part to some of the weaknesses that are discussed below. It is still assuring to                   

see nascent social entrepreneurs of project D validate our assumptions at least to the best of our                 

knowledge.  

 Furthermore, we could well acknowledge that social entrepreneurs do influence their           

network because they are constantly finding ways to understand their milieu as well as              

connecting to resources that will enable them to navigate the challenges that may arise. This               

means connecting with the right people from various spheres. As we have seen in project D’s                

network structure, the nascent social entrepreneurs appear to respond to the demand for more              

social impact by modifying their network accordingly. In this respect, the changes in the egonets               

of the nascent social entrepreneur precede the demand for action emanated by the social              
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entrepreneur. And only if the actions does positively correlate with the understanding of demand,              

would the outcome in this case be effective.  

In sum, the processes through which social entrepreneurship evolve correspond with a            

clear understanding of the milieu of action, but most importantly it is linked with the ability to                 

bring together various entities from different set of background to understand the scale of the               

project and mirror the motivation and vision of the nascent social entrepreneurs . One thing for                

sure is that nascent social entrepreneurs represent a great starting point to understand the              

evolvement of socially entrepreneurial activities. It is because of their ability to initiate and              

connect various entities to maximize the result of their project. Studying their actions using              

network analysis appear as an effective way to not only understand their probability of success,               

but to foresee how the field of social entrepreneurship would be in the future. Students, scholars                

and foundation should dedicate consistent time and resources to endeavor in similar research for,              

it represent a truly fertile ground that could possibly shade light on the multiple controversies               

existing in the field of social entrepreneurship.  

 
WEAKNESSES 

 
Due to the focus of this research being Nascent Social Entrepreneurs, we were not able to                

analyze much of the data longitudinally. While we lacked longitudinal data, the ultimate goal of               

this research and data collection is to track these entrepreneurs for decades to come and have the                 

ability to look back at the databank of the findings from the survey responses and network                

structures that we have collected and created, in order to find trends in the networks of Nascent                 

Social Entrepreneurs that seem to contribute to the success or failure of a project. 

Throughout this research there a few errors that hindered the success of this project. One               

error that was made was early on in the project is when we sent the survey to a couple of                    

participants from the summer cohort to fill out to determine whether their network had changed               

or grown since the conclusion of their project. Putting together a well-sounded survey was a               

challenge because we had to contact the participant multiple times which was time ineffective              

mostly for them.  

Unfortunately, the response rates for the participants were not high. Whether the            
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participants were reluctant to answer one survey in the first place, or the email had gotten lost in                  

their inbox among the rest of their studies, we do not know. Because of the lack of responses for                   

a survey that would actually generate usable data, we were only able to get working data from                 

one of the participants.  

Something that we struggled with throughout this project was our ability to define what              

constituted success. Unfortunately, we were only able to receive a very limited amount of              

surveys back from our respondents, which is what we use to determine whether the project was                

successful or unsuccessful. We did research to find out what measures other researchers were              

using to determine success, but our survey was able to give us a strong feeling of whether or not                   

the participant experienced success in their projects. 

Finally, the use of data and file sharing using Google Drive was confusing and complex               

to manage at time. Some of the data needed was in folders that were not shared with the entire                   

group and other needed to be updated. This slow the process, which took longer to have a grasp                  

of important data. However, the experience was rewarding in itself.  
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Appendix 
A. Qualtrics Survey Questions for Nascent Social Entrepreneurs 

  
1. Please answer the questions below regarding yourself. 

How old are you? 
What gender do you identify with? 
What race or ethnicity do you identify with? 
What nationality do you consider yourself? 
Do you consider yourself religious? If yes, please state which religion you adhere to. If not, please 

leave the space blank. 
What do you consider your primary country of residency? 
What university or college do you attend? 
What is your current major or majors? 
How many people are in your immediate, or nuclear family? 
How is your immediate or nuclear family structured? (Single parent, two parents, grandparents, etc.) 
Do you have siblings? If so what position are you in the birth order? (Oldest, 2nd to youngest, etc.) 
 

2. Please answer the questions below regarding your project 
.A. Describe the initial idea or motivation for your project? (Open Ended) 
  
B. How did the project go? What were some early successes? Were there any problems during the 
project? (Open ended) 
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C. Who were some of the people of the people you communicated with about your project whether it be 
before the project began (proposal, ideas) or during the project (contacts in the country, at the univeristy, 
etc). Please List both first and last name, if possible. 

 
 

3. What is the primary or original source of your relationship with the following? (Multiple Choice; 
Choices: Friend, University Mentor, Faculty, Contact in Host Country, Contact in Host Country AND 
Target Population, Family or Kin) 
  
4. Please choose which gender each of your alters identifies with, if at all. (Multiple Choice 
Please identify the nationality each of your contacts identify with. (American, Mexican, Congolese, 
Indian, etc.) 
  
5. Please identify the primary country of residence for each of your contacts. 
  
6. Please identify the race or ethnicity each of your contacts identifies with. (African- American, 
Caucasian, South Asian, Middle Eastern, etc.) 
  
7. Please identify what religion each of your contacts adhere to, if any. If you do not know or they do not 
participate in a religion, leave the space blank. 
  
8. How important is collaborating with each person listed below where collaborating means working 
together? (Using a 1-5 scale.  1 is not at all, 2 is a little, 3 is important, 4 is very important and 5 is 
essential)?  For the following questions they are rated 1-5 using the bar, or slider. If you do not see the 
"beginning" or "start" of the slider, click somewhere on the graph to make it appear. You can then drag it 
to the correct value you desire. (Ranking of Importance) 
  
9. How important is advice received from each person listed below? (Using a 1-5 scale.  Where 1 is not at 
all, 2 is an acquaintance, 3 is a distant friend, 4 is a friend, and 5 is one of your best friends). 
(Ranking of Importance) 
  
10. How much of a friend is each person listed below? (Using a 1-5 scale. Where 1 is not at all, 2 is an 
acquaintance, 3 is a distant friend, 4 is a friend, and 5 is one of your best friends.) (Ranking of 
Importance) 
  
11. Please identify if any of your contacts, from the time during the project operations, as best you know, 
exchanged advice about your project.  Click the box under the corresponding name to indicate that this 
person exchanged advice with the person on that row. If a person did not exchange advice with anyone, 
feel free to leave that person's column blank. (Matrix) 
  
  
12. Please identify if any of your contacts, from the time during the project operations, as best you know, 
collaborated together on your project.  Click the box under the corresponding name to indicate that this 
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person exchanged advice with the person on that row. If a person did not collaborate with anyone, feel 
free to leave that person's column blank. (Matrix) 
  
1A. Is the project now over or done with, or is it an ongoing operation? Was anyone left in charge now 
that you have gone back to school, or left the country? (Open Ended) 
  
2A. Will you continue to pursue other social entrepreneurship and, or innovation projects in the future? 
(Open Ended) 
  
3A. Have you communicated with anyone in any capacity since your project has been completed? Please 
list anyone who you communicated with who would be considered new contacts. If you listed a contact 
above there is no need to repeat them again here. This can relate to the project from the summer, or ideas 
on how to start or carry out a new one. Please list their names in the spaces below. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
 

4A. What is the primary or original source of your relationship with the following? (Multiple Choice, 
Same Options as previous source of relationship question) 
  
  
5A. Please choose which gender each of your alters identifies with, if at all. 
  
  
6A. Please identify the nationality each of your contacts identify with. (American, Mexican, Congolese, 
Indian, etc.) 
  
7A. How important is collaborating with each person listed below where collaborating means working 
together? (Using a 1-5 scale.  1 is not at all, 2 is a little, 3 is important, 4 is very important and 5 is 
essential)?  For the following questions they are rated 1-5 using the bar, or slider. If you do not see the 
"beginning" or "start" of the slider, click somewhere on the graph to make it appear. You can then drag it 
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to the correct value you desire. (Ranking of Importance) 
  
8A. How important is advice received from each person listed below? (Using a 1-5 scale.  Where 1 is not 
at all, 2 is an acquaintance, 3 is a distant friend, 4 is a friend, and 5 is one of your best friends). 
(Ranking of Importance 
  
9A. How much of a friend is each person listed below? (Using a 1-5 scale. Where 1 is not at all, 2 is an 
acquaintance, 3 is a distant friend, 4 is a friend, and 5 is one of your best friends.) 
(Ranking of Importance) 
 
  
10A. Please identify if any of your contacts from the post-project time period, as best you know, 
communicated with one another about your project or future projects. Click the box under the 
corresponding name to indicate that this person exchanged advice with the person on that row. If a person 
did not exchange advice with anyone, feel free to leave that person's column blank. 
(Matrix) 
  
11A. Please identify if any of your contacts from the time of the project operations communicated with 
anyone of your contacts from the post-project time period, about either past summer's project or, any new 
project ideas or proposals. Click the box under the corresponding name to indicate that this person 
exchanged advice with the person on that row. If a person did not exchange advice with anyone, feel free 
to leave that person's column blank. If no one from either group ever communicated with one another, 
please leave the table blank. 
(Matrix) 
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